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INTRODUCTION
Lockton Market Update – Nov. 2018

The US property and casualty (P&C) market had
a robust first half of 2018. This is evidenced by
<Stack
or putpremium
these charts side by side:
both are fromoutpacing
https://www.iii.org/article/2018-commentary-onnet
growth
gross domestic
first-half-financial-results; first one is figure 2 and second one is figure 1>
product (GDP), and first half net income for the
industry was at its highest level since 2007.
The US property/casualty (P/C) market had a robust first half of 2018. This is evidenced by net premium
growth out pacing gross domestic product (GDP) and first half net income for the industry was at its
highest level since 2007.

NET PREMIUM GROWTH, ANNUAL CHANGE
11.3%

5.4%

NPW growth

GDP growth

Tax reform led to spike in net written premium in 2018 — $314 billion at
second quarter.
All data through second quarter.
Sources: NAIC data sourced through S&P Global Intelligence, Bureau of Economic Affairs,
Insurance Information Institute.

P&C INDUSTRY NET INCOME AFTER TAXES*, FIRST HALVES, 2007-2018

In the first half of the year, net income varied. 2018 was the secondhighest profit in the last dozen years.
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combined ratio for commercial lines improved to 95.4 for the first half 2018. This means that insurers
collected more in premiums than they paid out for claims.
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While this is good news compared to recent years, it is important to note that this does not include the
results from the hurricanes and other large catastrophes, such as hurricanes and wild fires, that took
place late in the first half and second half of 2018. In addition, some of the net premium growth was
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something Lockton is watching closely so that we can recommend changes to program structures as
needed.

In addition, the P&C insurance industry saw a
first half of the year underwriting gain for the
first time since 2015, and it represented the
best underwriting performance since 2007.
Subsequently, the combined ratio for commercial
lines improved to 95.4 for the first half 2018. This
means that insurers collected more in premiums
than they paid out for claims and expenses.
While this is good news compared to recent
years, it is important to note that this does not
include the results from large catastrophes, such
as the California wildfires, that took place late in
the second half of 2018. In addition, some of the
net premium growth was driven by a one-time
event related to US tax reform.
Despite the strong financial performance, the
market still is in a modest transition, as there
is a continued increase in the frequency of
severe claims and a prolonged period of large
weather events. This is leading the market to
be more laser focused. Carriers are explicitly
writing accounts that are within their appetite
and continue to increase their use of data and
modeling to delineate price for risk quality. Now,
more than ever, a client’s loss history, business
operations, financial performance and other key
factors contribute to the capacity available in the
market and the price point in which underwriters
will set terms.
Another area to keep a close eye on is the cost
of debt and collateral. This is because US interest
rates were at unprecedented lows from 2010 –
2017. Rates have started to rise slightly in 2018
with another increase expected in December. We
anticipate rates will continue to increase in the
foreseeable future. While interest rates have not
yet caused a dramatic shift in how our clients
are financing risk, this is something Lockton is
watching closely so that we can recommend
changes to program structures as needed.

FEDERAL
FUNDS
Federal
funds rate
history

RATE HISTORY

(Add
2018macrotrends.net/2015/fed-funds-rate-historical-chart
label to X-axis)
Source:
Source which includes raw data: https://www.macrotrends.net/2015/fed-funds-rate-historical-chart

While
the US is keeping an eye on interest rates,
While the U.S. is keeping an eye on interest rates, Europe is closely monitoring Brexit. While various
details
are
be resolved and
there’s ongoing Brexit.
debate on extensions
or delays, the UK will currently
Europeyetisto closely
monitoring
Although
leave the European Union on March 29, 2019. Given the uncertainties, insurers and brokers have been
various
are yet
to proof"
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adjusting theirdetails
business models
to "Brexit
themselves andand
ensurethere’s
that they can continue to serv
their multinational customers. A "one size fits all" solution has not emerged as operational structures
ongoing debate on extensions or delays, the UK
vary significantly from insurer to insurer.
is
currently set to leave the European Union on
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across
the 2019.
EU. We have
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with our tradeinsurers
bodies, UK and EU politicians an
March
29,
Given
theextensively
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advisors to lobby for the best possible outcome for the industry.
and brokers are adjusting their business models
Lockton has several options at our disposal to ensure it is also able to provide continuity of service to a
to
“Brexit
proof”inthemselves
ensure
that
our clients
with operations
the EU and the UK. and
Regardless
of the final
structure and terms of Brexit,
Lockton
is
prepared
to
provide
advice
and
service
so
that
our
clients’
insurance
they can continue to serve their multinational programs will continue
in a seamless, uninterrupted way.
customers. A “one-size-fits-all” solution has
Property
not
emerged as operational structures vary
Within the P&C marketplace, commercial property experienced premium pricing increases that
outpaced
most other from
lines of business.
According
to CIAB, commercial property has the second highest
significantly
insurer
to insurer.
increase, behind commercial auto, at 2.2 percent for 2Q 2018.

Lockton is closely monitoring insurer Brexit
planning to ensure continuity of compliant
coverage for our clients across the EU. We have
also worked extensively with our trade bodies,
UK and EU politicians and advisors to lobby for
the best possible outcome for the industry.
Lockton has several options at our disposal
to ensure we are able to provide continuity of
service to all our clients with operations in the
EU and the UK. Regardless of the final structure
and terms of Brexit, Lockton is prepared to
provide advice and service so that our clients’
insurance programs will continue in a seamless,
uninterrupted way.
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PROPERTY
Within the P&C marketplace, commercial property
experienced premium pricing increases that outpaced most
other lines of business. According to CIAB, commercial
property had the second highest increase, behind commercial
auto, at 2.9 percent for 3Q 2018.
AVERAGE PREMIUM CHANGE FOR COMMERCIAL PROPERTY,
Q1 2013-Q3 2018

Source: https://www.ciab.com/download/15391/
ciab.com/download/15391/
Source:

However, capacity in the property marketplace remains high,
However,
capacity
in the property
marketplace
remains
high, which
has helped
mitigate some of the
which has
helped
mitigate
some of
the price
increases
and
price increases and is leading to rates being stable for accounts without significant losses. There is
is leading to rate stability for accounts without significant
account specific underwriting and a constriction of terms and coverage limits on accounts experiencing
losses. For accounts with loss history, there is account-specific
losses.

underwriting
and a wildfire,
constriction
ofand
terms
andcontinue
coverage
limits.
Natural
disasters including
flood, wind
hail losses
to drive
carriers to seek higher
premiums and wind and hail deductibles in CAT-prone areas, especially those that experienced high
catastrophe
losses such asincluding
the U.S. Gulfwildfires,
Coast, Caribbean,
Japan
and parts
Europe such as Germany
Natural disasters,
floods,
wind
andofhail,
and the Netherlands.
continue to drive carriers to seek higher premiums and wind

Looking ahead into 2019, with healthy competition in the marketplace, property rates will likely
and hail deductibles in CAT-prone areas. This is especially true
continue to remain stable even as the industry has experienced industry-wide losses.

for places that experienced high catastrophe losses such as
the US Gulf Coast, Caribbean, Japan and parts of Europe such
Itas
is important
for and
clientsthe
to start
the renewal process as early as possible (we suggest 120 day prior to
Germany
Netherlands.
Placeholder for actual rate guidance:

expiration). This allows them to understand their incumbent’s position and identify alternatives, if
desired.

Looking ahead to 2019, with healthy competition in the

Here are some exceptions we are seeing in the property market that aren’t following the broad trends in
marketplace,
property
the
commercial property
space: rates will likely remain stable even

though there have been industrywide losses.
•

Cyber: Property underwriters continue to review their books and individual accounts for
exposure to cyber events. It is important for clients to review their property policy to
understand what losses are covered, excluded or not affirmatively addressed. Furthermore,
property underwriters who are willing to provide limited first party coverage are generally
5
asking for details around a client’s cyber exposure and the controls in place to mitigate
losses
before agreeing to increased limit requests. This more cautious
approach
to
underwriting
first
Lockton Companies
party cyber coverage is driven by large first party cyber loss claims dating back to 2017. Some
underwriters gather this information through risk engineers and others will use questionnaires
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It is important for clients to start the renewal process as early as possible (we suggest 120 days
prior to expiration). This allows them to understand their incumbent’s position and identify
alternatives, if desired.
Here are some exceptions we are seeing in the property market that aren’t following the broad
trends in the commercial property space:


CYBER: Property underwriters continue to examine their books and individual accounts for
exposure to cyber events. It is important for clients to work with their broker to review their
property policy to understand what losses are covered, excluded or not affirmatively addressed.
Furthermore, property underwriters who are willing to provide limited first-party coverage
are generally asking for details around a client’s cyber exposure and the controls in place to
mitigate losses before agreeing to increased limit requests. Some underwriters gather this
information through risk engineers and others will use questionnaires similar to those used in
the traditional cyber market. This more cautious approach to underwriting first-party cyber
coverage is driven by large first-party cyber loss claims dating back to 2017. Clients should work
with their brokers to coordinate this information gathering process to limit the resource impact
on their information security and technology teams.



ENERGY: As we shared in the August 2018 Lockton Market Update, the property market for
energy was hit hard by catastrophes in 2017 and was somewhat hardening. In the second half
of 2018, the hardening of rates and terms has continued in certain areas and for certain clients.
This is being driven not only by the 2017 losses, but also by the significant catastrophes in
the second half of 2018. In September and October alone, there were close to $750 million in
property damage losses to the downstream market with the estimates for year-to-date insured
loss in this market having the potential to exceed $3 billion. This is likely to translate to rate
increases of 10 percent or more on downstream risks.
While dedicated reinsurance capital and market capacity have generally tempered increases so
far in 2018, underwriters continue to closely dissect terms and conditions to address attritional
losses. As with the broader property market, particular areas of scrutiny for insurers include
flood limits and deductibles, cyber coverage, named windstorm, catastrophic peril definitions,
convective storm, tornado and hail deductibles, and contingent time element coverage.
Lockton remains abreast of innovative products in the marketplace that pose creative and
alternative solutions to conventional property programs including parametric solutions,
weather risk products, non-physical damage business interruption solutions, and various other
integrated risk products. To further mitigate restrictions and rate increases, Lockton advises that
clients initiate the renewal process earlier, focus on data quality and accurate loss analyses, and
structure deductible options strategically.
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REAL ESTATE: Within the real estate market, we continue to see rates increasing for multifamily
and hotels, even for somewhat clean accounts. There doesn’t appear to be a trend toward
stabilization in rates and terms yet. Clients who experienced increases late last year are getting hit
with increases again this year. Lloyd’s of London is pulling back capacity in this market, and several
domestic markets have completely stopped writing habitational accounts. We’re also still seeing
a push for higher all other peril and wind/hail deductibles as well as increased water damage
deductibles, where loss history warrants.



CARGO: Like the US property market, the domestic cargo market is generally remaining
competitive due to the overabundance of capacity and entrance of newcomers. However, as cargo
insurers recover from the CAT losses in 2017, they are less inclined to grant reductions in rating,
irrespective of the loss history. In most cases, clients with favorable experience can expect flat
renewals, while those with high claims frequency and/or severity should expect more significant
rate increases than in prior years. Due to the hardening of the London market, clients with primary
or excess cargo and stock throughput placements in London are facing even greater challenges.
In 2017, Lloyd’s posted $2.7 billion in losses from catastrophic events that included three major
hurricanes, an earthquake in Mexico and multiple California wildfires. Lloyd’s has seen its
profitability decline year-over-year and is now compelled to take drastic measures that are having
a resounding effect in the marketplace. They are conducting in-depth reviews of business plans
from each syndicate. Those without a clear path to profitability per class of business are no longer
writing that class. In the past four months alone, nine Lloyd’s syndicates ceased writing marine and
cargo business.
This diminished capacity triggers increased pricing. The volatility of the London market is such
that Lloyd’s and London insurers are getting 10-15 percent rate increase on clean accounts. Clients
are also seeing their cargo policies renew with diminished coverage terms and higher retention
levels. Lockton is working with our clients to mitigate these adverse market conditions by taking a
strategic approach to renewal, which includes initiating the renewal process early and identifying a
domestic alternative.
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CASUALTY
The first half 2018 results for the casualty market mirrored
the second half of 2017. Commercial auto rates continued to
climb, liability remained slightly up and workers’ compensation
premium savings persisted.

2Q 2018

Commercial
auto

Workers’
compensation

General
liability

Umbrella

8.2%

-2.9%

0.8%

1.5%

1Q 2018

7.7%

-2.0%

0.6%

1.0%

4Q 2017

7.3%

-2.0%

0.1%

0.6%

3Q 2017

7.3%

-2.3%

-0.8%

-0.4%

2Q 2017

6.1%

-2.7%

-2.7%

-1.4%

Source: The Council of Insurance Agents & Brokers. Chart prepared by Barclays Research

Auto liability
According to CIAB, Q3 2018 represented the 29th consecutive
quarter of rate increases for commercial auto. Poor loss ratios
due to increases in both claim frequency and severity remain
the key driver of climbing rates. Analysis of loss costs, which
ultimately correlate to pricing actions, indicate an increase in
every state for trucking and nontrucking sectors alike. Notably,
a prevalence of states experienced an increase in auto liability
loss costs of 10 percent or more and severity of losses has
increased significantly for nontrucking exposures. All of this
fuels increased underwriting rigor and material pricing actions,
particularly for clients with adverse loss history.
PREMIUM CHANGE FOR COMMERCIAL AUTO, 2011-Q3 2018

Source: ciab.com/download/15391/

Source: https://www.ciab.com/download/15391/
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Workers’ compensation
The workers’ compensation market continues to improve, with a substantial number of states
experiencing a reduction in loss development and overall benchmark loss costs this year. This
will contribute to a continued soft pricing environment into 2019, especially for guaranteed cost
buyers, as NCCI and state rating bureaus filed loss costs in 19 states that decreased by more than
10 percent.
For loss-sensitive buyers, we anticipate stable fixed cost renewal pricing in the new year. Since
retained losses represent a significant expenditure relative to premium costs, we recommend
examining this expense closely to uncover opportunities to unlever the balance sheet. One
area to consider is an accelerated claim closure project as part of an overall claim management
strategy. Timely claim closure can help reduce costs and lead to more positive outcomes for
employees. Lockton partners with our clients to help them integrate this into their larger claims
management approach.

WC Loss Cost Trends - State Level

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION LOSS COST TRENDS
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Umbrella and excess liability
In 2Q 2018, pricing for full tower, meaning lead umbrella and excess policies, rose slightly for the third
consecutive quarter at 2.3 percent. The lead umbrella position is driving modest increases, but overall
tower pricing change is mitigated by an excess casualty market that is relatively flat.
Auto liability profitability concerns have created market momentum toward umbrella and excess
liability increases, however tort system dynamics are also contributing to the storyline. The
legal landscape is shifting, with third-party litigation funding resulting in preference of trials
over settlements which generally leads to higher dollar outcomes. This is coupled with juries
increasingly comprised of millennials. Trial Behavior Consulting, a trial consulting and jury research
firm, characterizes behavior patterns of millennial jurors as emphasizing redistribution of wealth,
driven by emotion and a desire to make a statement about corporate social responsibility through
unprecedented awards.
The cumulative effect of these factors points toward higher severity loss potential for clients and
their insurers. While we haven’t seen an impact to rates yet, this may lead to increased scrutiny
of attachment point and pricing beyond just the lead layer. We are continuing to monitor this for
our clients.

Foreign casualty
Competition remains strong for US multinational companies needing to protect their employees,
operations and/or products outside the US. This has resulted in insurers getting creative to
differentiate themselves in an increasingly crowded segment. Some insurers are putting an emphasis
on global network capability and service. Others are seeking to enhance the contract certainty of
local policies issued around the world as a part of a controlled master program by developing more
clarity on what is included locally as a part of “good local standard.”
Opportunities exist to increase coverage under foreign voluntary workers’ compensation, accident
and health coverages, and even travel assistance services with existing carriers or as a part of a
competitive marketing process. Awareness continues to rise about the ways in which employers
are obligated under duty of care laws around the world to protect employees while traveling.
Employers are gaining a better understanding of how they can and should consider protecting
employees by integrating traditional casualty coverages and employee benefits all for the benefit of
their employees.
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Industry-specific casualty
trends
While the above updates apply to many industries
and types of business, here are a few exceptions
or issues of note we see in the casualty space:


PRODUCT RECALL AND CONTAMINATION: The product recall
market is beginning to harden because of loss activity, primarily
in the contamination space. However, there continue to be new
markets entering the space, which is keeping the rate increases
to a reasonable level for most classes of business. Pet food,
bulk grain and food ingredient risks are seeing the biggest
premium increases. Carriers continue to reduce their line size
resulting in more quota share and excess placements. The cost
of excess capacity is increasing but still remains the most cost
effective way to build towers.



TRANSPORTATION: While rates have steadied, large fleets
continue to face increases in excess liability pricing as a
result of industrywide adverse loss activity. Given the annual
premium spend within the primary $10 million in liability limits,
the largest for hire and private fleets are evaluating creative
structures to allow them to assume more risk but limit the
volatility associated with these retentions. Multiyear structures
with annual and term aggregates are becoming more prevalent.
Quota share structures, corridor deductibles and swingplans
are other options that allow clients to reduce fixed costs and
assume risk as rates rise.
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SURETY
In the first half of 2018, the US surety industry booked
$3.89 billion in written surety premium, a 4.82 percent
increase over the same six-month period last year. As a
reminder, last year ended up being the single-largest year
of written premium in the US surety industry’s history. Much
of the growth stems from a continued robust construction
market. However, this growth continues to be threatened by
a limited labor force, resulting in lengthened construction
schedules and potential quality issues. Many contractors
are experiencing record backlog levels, providing a strong
profitability outlook for the next year or two.
In addition to continued growth and record premiums, the
surety industry has enjoyed very favorable loss ratios for the
past 10+ years (the direct loss ratio for YTD 2018 was only
14.6 percent). As a result of this growth and profitability, we
continue to find ourselves in an extremely soft surety market
with no end in sight.
Industry growth and profitability are also leading to new
entrants to the market and growing aggregate appetites for
existing surety markets. The addition of new surety markets in
such a soft environment will likely continue to reduce pricing,
and at some point, underwriting standards, as these new
markets look to gain market share. The profitability of the
surety industry has also led to a soft reinsurance market as
reinsurers look to grow their premium in a very profitable (e.g.,
low loss) industry. Cheap and plentiful reinsurance capacity
allows local and regional surety markets to quickly increase
their available limits and compete on larger programs.
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Larger carriers are looking for ways to differentiate themselves from their competitors beyond
pricing. To date, this has manifested itself in a continued investment in analytical offerings (e.g.,
benchmarking, risk management services, etc.) and other value-added services, aimed at building
client and broker loyalty.
Certain large market players have begun packaging other products and services to attract new
surety business with add-on offerings such as subcontractor default insurance programs to
general contractors that they have a surety relationship with.
Barring an uptick in direct surety losses or a deterioration in the reinsurance market (typically
through large property/casualty losses stemming from natural disasters), we don’t anticipate
any near-term changes in the surety market. Our clients should expect very competitive surety
programs, with more-than-adequate market capacity for strong performers. Lockton continues to
be proactive to ensure our clients receive market-competitive rate structures relative to the trends.
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EXECUTIVE
LINES
Since our last market update, the directors and officers
(D&O) and employment practices liability (EPL) markets have
generally continued their firming trends. There are notable
developments and updates impacting these coverages:


Rates in the D&O market continue to trend up. In response
to the losses in these lines, major carriers are pressing for
adjustments in rate, limits or retentions. We anticipate this
will be the case into 2019.



As mentioned in the August 2018 Lockton Market Update,
claims related to initial public offerings (IPO) can now be
filed in state courts which could create uncertainty since
state courts don’t have experience handling these types of
cases. This could drive up the overall costs of these claims,
both from larger verdicts and higher defense costs. IPO
coverage is already at a premium, with several large D&O
markets effectively exiting the space. IPO pricing starts
around $30,000 per million dollars of coverage, depending
on the size of the offering and class of business.



The number of EPL claims related to sexual harassment
continues to be at higher than average levels. Driven
partially by social movements like #MeToo, there is
increased headline risk to insureds for public accusations.
Per a recent AIG market update, the largest source of EPL
claims is discrimination based on gender and disability,
followed by harassment.



The crime marketplace continues to experience losses
for incidents outside the US, so rate pressure persists for
clients with significant foreign exposures.
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CYBER
The traditional cyber, information security and data breach
market is adding more capacity from current underwriters
and new entrants to the market. The result is a continuation of
a very competitive marketplace which benefits clients without
losses. Although improved rates and the additional coverage
can be attractive, we still believe that the most important
items for an insurance buyer to consider are the proven ability
to pay claims and the ability to remain sustainable.
An abundance of capacity in the short term usually leads to
a reduction in that same capacity in the long term as some
underwriters fail to meet targets. Thus, it is important to keep
in mind that over time some carriers may tighten their cyber
coverage, get out of this line completely or close their doors.
Lockton works with our clients to meet their cyber cover
needs while advising on the benefits of short-term wins in
exchange for long-term stability.
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HEALTHCARE
In the August 2018 Lockton Market Update, we shared that
within the medical professional liability (MPL) market, the
senior living space was experiencing rate increases. These
increases have now extended across the majority of the MPL
market. This is being driven by losses and is magnified by
some carriers changing their appetite in many venues. Thus,
remaining carriers are focused on getting rate and pricing
for exposure increases. Historically, exposure increases were
being absorbed in renewal pricing, but this is no longer
the case.
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PERSONAL
LINES
For personal insurance coverage, Lockton focuses on tailoring
solutions for high net worth individuals to manage risk in their
personal lives. Lockton’s Signature Client Group helps these
individuals and their families protect their complex portfolio of
fixed and mobile assets by providing comprehensive, strategic
personal insurance consulting and risk management solutions.

Property
On the property side, the catastrophes affecting commercial
clients are also having an impact on personal property
coverage. Losses related to wind, hail, floods, hurricanes
and wildfires have been sustained over several years.
Unfortunately, 2018 hasn’t seen any relief as there have
been significant catastrophes in areas where high net worth
clients often have property, including the recent wildfires
in California.
This has caused the market to harden, especially for clients
with property in CAT-prone areas such as California, Florida
and Colorado. Some of this hardening is being offset by
expansion in the marketplace. In addition to increasing rates,
many carriers are starting to require percentage of value
deductibles, versus flat deductibles, especially in areas prone
to wind and hail losses. Lockton recommends that clients
start the renewal process 120 days out from expiration to
allow time to evaluate new market opportunities.
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Casualty (personal lines)
As with the commercial auto liability markets, personal auto rates are increasing because of the
severity of claims. However, on the personal auto side, bundling with other coverages helps to
offset some of the raising rates.
Personal excess liability coverage has enjoyed stable rates for some time. However, there have
been losses affecting this coverage, so the markets are tightening their underwriting philosophies
as well as increasing rates. We anticipate these trends in the personal excess liability marketplace
to continue in the foreseeable future.

There is no one-size-fits-all response to the current P&C marketplace, as
there are microtrends within products and across geographies, and trends
are also dependent on the clients’ operations, exposure and size. While
our industry is in a strong financial position and is well capitalized, there
are many trends Lockton is closely watching and measuring to ensure
our clients are advised of the best risk management and mitigation
techniques in the marketplace.
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